
CHAINABLE CONTINUA AND INDECOMPOSABILITY

C. E. BURGESS

This paper includes a study of continua1 which are both linearly
chainable and circularly chainable. Since there exist indecomposable
continua and 2 indecomposable continua which are linearly chainable, it
follows from Theorem 7 that there exist indecomposable continua and
decomposable continua which have both of these types of chainability.

A linear chain C is a finite collection of open sets L19 L2, « ,LW

such that
(1) each element of C contains an open set that does not inter-

sect any other element of C,
(2) p(Lt,L3) > 0 if \i-j\ > 1, and
(3) L% Lj Φ 0 if \i - j \ < 1. If this is modified so that L,*LnΦ 0,

then C is called a circular chain. Each of the sets Llf L2f * ,LW is
called a link of C, and C is sometimes denoted by (L19 L2, , Ln) or
C(LU L2, , L J . If ε is a positive number and C is a linear chain such
that each link of C has a diameter less than ε, then C is called a linear
ε-chain. A circular e-chain is defined similarly.

If C is either a linear chain or a circular chain and H19 H2, - , Hn

are connected sets covered by C, then these sets are said to have the
order Hly H2, , Hn in C provided (1) no link of C intersects two of
these n sets and (2) for each i(i < n), there is a linear sub-chain in C
which covers Ht + Hί+1 and which does not intersect any other of the
sets H19 H2, , Hn.

A continuum M is said to be linearly chainable2 if for every posi-
tive number ε, there is a linear ε-chain covering M. A continuum M is
said to be circularly chainable if for every positive number ε, there is a
circular ε-chain covering M.

A tree T is a finite coherent3 collection of open sets such that
(1) each element of T contains an open set that does not intersect

any other element of Γ,
(2) each two nonintersecting elements of T are a positive distance

apart, and
(3) no subcollection of T consisting of more than two elements is

a circular chain. If ε is a positive number and T is a tree such that
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1 Throughout this paper, a connected compact metric space is called a continuum.
2 In some places in the literature, such continua have been said to be chainable.
3 A collection G of sets is said to be coherent if for any two subcollections Gi and G-λ

of G such that G\ ~\- G2 = G, some element of G\ intersects some element of G2.
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each element of T has a diameter less than ε, then T is called an e-tree.
A continuum M is said to be tree-like if for every positive number ε,
there is an ε-tree covering M.

A continuum M is said to be the essential sum of the elements of
a collection G if the sum of the elements of G is M and no element of
G is a subset of the sum of the other elements of G. If n is a positive
integer and the continuum M is the essential sum of n continua and is
not the essential sum of n + 1 continua, then M is said to be it-in-
decomposable.4

A continuum M is said to be unicoherent if the intersection of each
two continua having M as their sum is a continuum. A continuum
M is said to be bicoherent if for any two proper subcontinua M1 and M2

having M as their sum, the set Mλ M2 is the sum of two continua that
do not intersect.

A continuum M is said to be a triod if M is the essential sum of
three continua such that their intersection is a continuum which is the
intersection of each two of them.

THEOREM 1. // the continuum M is either linearly chainable or
circularly chainable, then M does not contain a triod.5

Proof, Since it is easy to see that every proper subcontinuum of
M is linearly chainable, it will be sufficient to show that M is not
a triod.

Suppose that M is a triod. Let M19 M2, and M3 be three continua
having M as their essential sum such that their intersection is a con-
tinuum H which is the intersection of each two of them. For each
i (i < 3), let Pi be a point of Mί that is not in either of the other two
of the continua M19 M2J and Λf3. Let ε be a positive number which is
less than each of the numbers p(p19 M2 + M3), p(p2, Mλ + M3), and
p(Pa, Mλ + M2). Let C be either a linear ε-chain or a circular ε-chain
which covers M. Since no link of C intersects two of the sets p19 p29 p3,
and H, consider the case in which these four sets are in C in the order
named. This would involve the contradiction that M2 intersects either
the link of C that contains p1 or the link of C that contains p3. A simi-
lar contradiction results from supposing any other order of the sets
Pif Vv Vzi and H in C.

THEOREM 2. // the unicoherent continuum M is not a triod and
M19 M2, Ms are three continua having M as their essential sum, then

4 For any such continuum M, there is a unique collection consisting of n indecomposa-
ble continua having ilf as their essential sum [4].

5 Bing [2] has used the fact that no linearly chainable continuum contains a triod, but
for completeness a proof is given here for both types of chainability.
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some two of these continua do not intersect and the other one intersects
each of these two in a continuum.

Proof. Suppose that each two of the continua M19 M29 and M3 in-
tersect. It follows from the unicoherence of M that each of the sets
M1 - (M2 + M3) and M2 (Mλ + Λf3) is a continuum and their sum is a con-
tinuum. Let N = Mx (M2 + M3) + M2 (M1 + M3) = Mx M2 + Mλ * M3

-f Λί2 M3. Hence Λf is the essential sum of the three continua Mλ + N,
M2 + N, and M3 + N such that N is the intersection of each two of
them and the intersection of all three of them. Since this is contrary
to the hypothesis that M is not a triod, it follows that some two of the
continua M19 M29 and M3 do not intersect. Consider the case in which
Mx and M3 do not intersect. Then M2 intersects both Mι and Λf3, and
since Mτ-M2 = M1- (M2 + M3) and M, M2 = M3 (M2 + MJ, it follows
from the unicoherence of M that each of the sets Mι

 β M2 and M3 Λf2
is a continuum.

THEOREM 3. If the unicoherent continuum M is circularly chaina-
ble, then M is either indecomposable or 2-indecomposable.

Proof. Suppose that M is the essential sum of three continua Mu

M2, and Ms. By Theorem 1, M is not a triod. Hence by Theorem 2,
one of these three continua, say M2, intersects each of the other two
such that Mλ M2 and M2 M3 are continua and M1 does not intersect
Mo,. For each i (i < 3), let pt be a point of M,t which is not in either
of the other two of the continua Mly M2J and M3. Let ε be a positive
number which is less than each of the numbers p(p19 M2 + M3), p(p2, Mλ + M3)9

p(Pz, Mi + M2), and p(M19 M"3). Let C be a circular ε-chain which covers
M. A contradiction can be obtained as follows for each of the three
types of order in C for the five sets pl9 p2, p3, M2 M19 and M2 M3.

Case 1. If these five sets have the order pt, pj9 pk, M2 M19 M2 M2

in C, then M} would intersect a link of C that contains one of the points
Pi and plc, contrary to the choice of ε.

Case 2. If these five sets have the order pl9 M2 M19 pi9 pj9 M2 M Λ

in C, then M2 would intersect a link of C that contains one of the
points pι and p39 contrary to the choice of ε.

Case 3. If these five sets have the order p29 M2- M19 pu pJf M2- M3

in C, then each link of one of the linear chains of C from pι to p3 would
lie in Mx + Ms. This would involve the contradiction that some link of
C intersects both M1 and Λf3.

THEOREM 4. // the circularly chainable continuum M is separated
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by one of its subcontinua, then M is linearly chainable.

Proof. Let if be a subcontinuum of M which separates M. Then
M is the sum of two continua Mx and M2 such that K is their intersec-
tion. Let p1 and p2 be points of Mx — K and M2 — K, respectively, let ε
be a positive number less than each of the numbers p(p}, M2) and
ρ{p2, MO, and let C be a circular ε-chain covering M. Then each link
of one of the linear chains in C from pλ to p2 is a subset of M — K.
Let Llf L2, , Ln be the links of C such that Lx contains pλ and there
is a positive integer r such that Lr contains p2 and no link of the linear
chain (Llf L2, , Lr) intersects K. There exist integers i and j such
that Li is the first link of (L19 L2, , Lr) which intersects M2 and Lj is
the last link of (Llf L2, , Lr) which intersects Mτ. Then (M^Liy M2 Li+1,
• , M2 L r, L r + 1, , Ln, MΊ L l f Mi L2, , Mx L^ is a linear ε-chain
covering M.

THEOREM 5. Every circularly chainable continuum M is either
unicoherent or bicoherent. Furthermore, M is unicoherent provided
some subcontinuum of M separates M, and M is bicoherent provided no
subcontinuum of M separates M.

Proof. Suppose that M is the sum of two continua H and K such
that H'K is the sum of three mutually separated sets Y19 Y2, and Ys.
There exist three open sets Dly D2, and D3 containing Ylf Y2, and Ys,
respectively, such that the closures of D19 D2, and D3 are disjoint. For
each i (i < 3), there exists a subcontinuum Kt of K irreducible from Yt

to M — Di. The continuum H + Kx + K2 + K3 is a triod, and this is
contrary to Theorem 1. Hence it follows that if M1 and M2 are two
continua having M as their sum, then the set Mλ M2 is either a con-
tinuum or the sum of two continua.

It follows from Theorem 4 that M is linearly chainable, and hence
unicoherent [3], provided some subcontinuum of M separates M. From
this and the argument in the previous paragraph, it follows that M is
bicoherent provided no subcontinuum of M separates M.

THEOREM 6. If the circularly chainable continuum M is irreduci-
ble about some finite set consisting of n points, then there is a positive
integer k not greater than n such that M is k-indecomposable.

Proof. By Theorem 5, M is either unicoherent or bicoherent. If
M is unicoherent, it follows from Theorem 3 that M is either indecom-
posable or 2-indecomposable. If M is bicoherent, it follows from Corol-
lary 6.1 of [5] that there is a positive integer k not greater than n such
that M is fc-indecomposable.
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THEOREM 7. // the continuum M is linearly chainable, then in
order that M should be circularly chainable, it is necessary and suf-
ficient that M be either indecomposable of 2-indecomposable.

Proof of necessity. Since every lineary chainable continuum is uni-
coherent [3], it follows from Theorem 3 that M is either indecomposable
or 2-indecomposable.

Proof of sufficiency. The case where M is indecomposable and the
case where M is 2-indecomposable will be considered separately.

Case 1. Suppose M is indecomposable, and let C(Lly L2, « ,LW) be
a linear ε-chain covering M. There exist two disjoint continua Kx and
K2 of M such that each of them intersects each of the sets Lx — cl(L2)
and Ln — cl{Ln-λ). If follows that there exist a positive number ε',
a linear ε'-chain C covering M, and two subchaίns Cλ and C2 of C" such
that

(1) each link of C" is a subset of some link of C,
(2) Cλ and C2 have no common link, and
(3) each of the chains Cλ and C2 has one end link in Lx — cl(L2)

and the other end link in Ln — cl(Ln-ΐ). Let Wx denote the set of all
points of M that are covered by Cλ and let W2 denote M — Wλ. Then
(Llf W^L29 W^Lt, . . . , W^L^Ln, W2 Ln-L, W2-Ln.it ••-, W2 L2) is a

circular ε-chain covering M.

Case 2. If M is 2-indecomposable, there exist two indecomposable
continua Mx and M2 such that M is their essential sum and M1 M2 is
a continuum. Let ε be a positive number. There exists a linear ε-chain
C covering M such that Mλ intersects Lv — cl(L2) and M2 intersects
Ln — cZ(Ln_i). Since each composant of ML(i — 1, 2) is everywhere dense
in Mi9 it follows that for each i (i — 1, 2) there exist two disjoint sub-
continua Kt and Ht of Mt such that

(1) each of them intersects each link of C that intersects Mt,
(2) Hi contains M^M29

(3) each of the continua Hλ and KL intersects LL — cl(L2), and
(4) each of the continua H2 and H2 intersects Ln — cl{Ln^). Hence

there exist a positive number ε', a linear ε'-chain C" covering M, and
three subchains Clf C2, and C3 of Cr such that

(1) each link of C is a subset of a link of C,
(2) no two of the chains Clf C2, and C3 have a common link,
(3) one end link of Cλ is in LL — cί(L2),
(4) one end link of C2 is in Ln — cl{Ln^,
(5) some link of C contains a link of Cx and a link of C2, and
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(6) C3 has one end link in Lλ — cl(L2) and the other end link in
Ln — ci(Ln_i). Let W denote the set of all points of M that are cover-
ed by C3, and let Y denote M-W. Then (L19 W- L2, W> L3, , W- Ln-19

Ln, Y Ln-lf Y-Ln-2, •••, Y-L2) is a circular ε-chain covering M.

THEOREM 8. If n is a positive integer and for each proper sub-
continuum H of the continuum M there is a positive integer r not
greater than n such that H is r-indecomposable, then there is a positive
integer k not greater than n such that M is k-indecomposable.

Proof. Suppose that M is the essential sum of n + 1 continua
Mlf M2, •• ,M Λ + 1 . Some n of these continua have a connected sum, so
consider the case in which M2 + Λf3 + Mn+1 is connected. There is
an open set D which intersects M1 such that the closure of D does not
intersect M2 + M"3 + + Mn+1. There is a subcontinuum M[ of Mx

irreducible from the closure of D to M2 + M3 + + Mn+1. This in-
volves the contradiction that M( + M2 + M3 + + Mn+1 is a proper
subcontinuum of M and is the essential sum of n + 1 continua.

THEOREM 9. If every proper subcontinuum of the continuum M is
circularly chainable, then every subcontinuum of M is either indecom-
posable or 2-indecomposable.

Proof. Since each proper subcontinuum of M is a proper subcon-
tinuum of another proper subcontinuum of M, it follows that every
proper subcontinuum of M is linearly chainable. Hence by Theorem 7,
every proper subcontinuum of M is either indecomposable or 2-indecom-
posable. Consequently, it follows from Theorem 8 that M itself is either
indecomposable or 2-indecomposable.

EXAMPLES. A pseudo-arc [1 6] is an example of an indecomposable
continuum which satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 9, and a continuum
which is the sum of two pseudo-arcs with a point as their intersection
is an example of a 2-indecomposable continuum which satisfies this
hypothesis.

THEOREM 10. If the tree-like continuum M is circularly chainable,
then M is linearly chainable.

Pooof. Let ε be a positive number, and let C(Lly L2, * ,LW) be
a circular ε/3-chain covering M. Then M is covered by a tree T such
that

(1) each element of T is a subset of a link of C,
(2) some element Ko of T intersects only one element of C, and
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(3) no element of T intersects three elements of C. A function /
will be defined as follows over T. For each element K of T, there is
only one linear chain (Ko, Klf , Km = K) from KQ to Km T. Let
f(KQ) = 0, and suppose that for some integer ί (0 < i < m),/(ifz) has
been defined. Then define f(Kί+1) as follows:

(1) let f(Kί+1) = f(Ki) + 1 provided Kt lies in some element Lj of C
and Ki+1 intersects LJ+1,mO(in but K% does not intersect this set,

(2) Let f(Kί+1) — f(Kι) — 1 provided Ki+ί lies in some element Lj
of C and Kt intersects Lj+limOdn ~ Lj but Ki+1 does not intersect this set,
and

(3) let /(ϋΓi+i) = f(Ki) provided neither (1) nor (2) is satisfied. The
range of / is an increasing finite sequence of consecutive integers ni9 n2,
• *,nr. For each t (1 < t < r), let Mt denote the sum of all elements
X of T such that f(X) - nt. Then (Mί9 M2, , Mr) is a linear ε-chain
covering M.
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